Intranuclear silicon detection in a subcutaneous connective tissue cell by energy-dispersive x-ray miscroanalysis using fresh air-dried spread.
Silicon was detected by energy-dispersive x-ray microanalysis in the nucleus of a subcutaneous connective tissue cell of mice fed normally. To eliminate contamination, pieces of connective tissue were spread on copper grids and examined without any treatment by an energy-dispersive spectrometer with a scanning transmission apparatus attached to an electron microscope. Scanning transmission electron microscopy of the spread has demonstrated a well-preserved ultrastructure. Fibrous structures, nuclei and nucleoli of cells and mitochondrial granules were recognized. Electron probe analysis showed peaks for silicon at three spots on the nucleus of a cell in addition to those for phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, potassium and calcium, whereas no peak of silicon could be detected at the spots on nuclei of other cells, mitochondrial granules and electron-lucent area on the same grid as the above. Silicon appears to play a significant role in the nucleus. Applicability of the technique to know the distribution of easily contaminating elements and diffusible substances is shown.